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Abstract: In this paper we presented some theoretical and
practical studies related to the construction of some special
bearings and also to a range of researches results
performed upon a number of special bearings (special from
dimensional and constructive point of view), by means of
digital microscopy and image processing procedures. In
the first part of the paper we presented the constructive
variants and the theoretical aspects concerning their
design. In the second part of the paper, the measuring
methodology, the equipment (like coordinate measure
machine CMM and digital microscope) and software
(Keyence, DigitalSurf) used and also the solutions tried for
obtaining the measurements data and digital microscopic
images for analyzing are presented. In the paper third part
we presented measurements date and the image processing
procedure for performing measurements upon the bearings
parameters (dimensions, 2D-3D surfaces). The results and
data processing examples are presented at the paper final
part.
Key words: image processing, bearings, measure, digital
microscope, CMM.

1. INTRODUCTION
A bearing is a rolling complex bearing because it is
this way designed that it takes over the relative
rotation motion and the shaft load by means of a ring
fixed on it and transmits the motion to some
intermediate bodies (balls or rolls) which roll upon a
second ring attached to the machine frame. In case of
a motionless shaft, for example, the external ring is
rotating and the internal one is attached to the axle, so
the bearing may have rotation motion either for the
internal ring, or for the external one, or for both.
(Cotoros et al. 2007)
Bearings generally consist of two rings or washers, a
number of rolling bodies and a cage. The internal and
external rings are usually found in ball bearings while
the washers for axle and frame are found in thrust
bearings. Both on the rings and washers, towards the
inside of the bearing, the rolling tracks are
manufactured. The rolling bodies (balls or rolls) are
in direct contact with the two rings by the rolling
tracks. By means of rings and washers the direct

connection of the bearing with the assembly is made;
the internal ring is fixed on the shaft and the external
one on the frame. The cage is used for maintaining
fixed distances between the rolling bodies. Still there
are some constructive forms of bearings that may
lack one or more components. Thus, there are
bearings missing one or both rings; in this case the
rolling tracks are manufactured directly on the shaft
or frame. There are also bearings without cage.
The diversity of the constructive bearings forms
requires choosing some adequate criteria for
experimental analysis: rolling bodies shape, main
load direction, inclinations take over mode, rolling
bodies rows number, cage, rolling elements and rings
constructive form and material, specific constructive
elements for operation and setup, etc.
As with motion, load is applied to a bearing in either
of two directions, or both, radial loads act at right
angles to a bearing’s axis of rotation. Axial loads are
applied parallel to, rather than at right angles to, the
bearing’s axis of rotation.
In many situations, bearings must support radial and
axial loads simultaneously. In fact, many bearings
designed to carry primarily radial loads usually carry
some axial load, too.
The most basic bearing is the plain type. It has no
moving parts and it supports loads through sliding
motion. Conversely, rolling-element bearings are
subjected to very little sliding. Load is supported by
numerous rolling members inside the bearing.
In either situation, proper lubrication is essential to
long bearing life. At global level, in the field of
bearings manufacturing, a new class appeared,
namely the hybrid bearings (Cotoros et al. 2007).
Only countries like Germany, Japan and USA are
specialized in producing and manufacturing ceramic
materials based on silicon nitride for constructing
special types of bearings. The machines conditions and
construction, more and more complex for normal
bearings operation (high temperatures, high loads,
corrosive environments, high speeds etc.) determined
the design and manufacturing of hybrid bearings, with
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elements made of ceramics, an immediate application
being for example the shaft support in special machine
tools and aeronautical industry. But still, metal bearings
are widely used and people are looking for experimental
analysis solutions and methodologies regarding the
contact surfaces quality, before, during and after
manufacturing in order to increase their life-cycle and
improve the operation mode.
The aim of bearing calculations is to estimate how
long a bearing will last within a specified probability.
In the theoretical calculation, failure is defined as the
first sign of pitting, not when the whole bearing
breaks down and the device is stopped.
The formula for nominal life at 10% probability of
failure is:
p
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(1)

where: L10=nominal life in rot. x 106;
L10h=nominal lifetime in hours;
P=equivalent dynamic load;
C=dynamic load rating;
p=exponent (value 3 for ball bearings and 10/3 for
roller bearings);
n=rotational speed, rot/min.
To avoid surface defects we aim at establishing
analysis and design methodologies so that these
defects are known, avoided and removed fast and
efficiently. (Buzatu et al. 2007)

Fig. 1 Constructive variants of balls and rolls bearings [7]

Under these conditions we must develop experiments
on steel bearings that emphasize the surface quality
obtained by processing metal bearings, the
measurement of various geometric, kinematical and
dynamic parameters, durability and precision, etc.
In order to establish a standardized methodology for
analyzing the quality of manufactured surfaces on the
bearings active areas we chose the digital microscopy
method with 1000x magnifying and automated
illumination control (Cristea et al. 2007)
In order to obtain a performant assembly of rolling
elements in a bearing we give a special attention to
the bearings’ inspection. The quality inspection of a
bearing should be performed both during the
manufacturing process and at the end of it.
Within this complex research, the tested parameters
were the following: material composition in order to

assure the wear resistance during operation; size
characteristics for a correct assemblying and
mounting of the bearing components as a rolling part
in order to avoid wear, jams that might put the
bearing out of use;
Another important aspect regards the analysis of
operational characteristics for a correct distribution
of radial and/or axial loads, in order to avoid the
premature wear of the bearing and not last, the
analysis of the active surfaces (rolling) quality, so
that the bearing operation takes place smoothly and
frictionless, offering performance from quality and
also life time point of view.
The necessary stages required for the inspection of
the bearings sample quality were established as
follows:
•Measuring the hardness of the materials in the
bearings’ elements construction;
•Components’ dimensional inspection
•Components visual inspection (corrosion traces,
rust staines etc.);
•Chemical analysis of the bearing’s components;
•Active surfaces quality inspection of the bearing’s
components (rolling tracks, side surfaces of the
rolling bodies);
•Checking the correct operation of the assembled
bearing (measuring radial, axial run out etc.);
The dimensional inspection of the assembled
bearings and of the components is performed
according to the standards in force and the
manufacturer’s standards.
Standard ISO 492/85 regulates the geometric
parameters, the values of the allowed tolerances for
each measured parameter.
For the analyzed assembled bearing, the geometric
parameters required by the manufacturer are: external
diameter (φD); bearing width (B); internal diameter
(φd); misalignment between the side surfaces of the
external and respectively the internal ring.
Dimensional inspection of the assembled bearings
and components aims at the analysis of geometric
parameters of a bearing components: internal and
external diameters of the rings; shape deviation of the
external and internal ring rolling tracks; measuring
the geometric parameters of the rolling bodies;
measuring the shape deviations of the rolling bodies
around the contact surface with the rolling tracks of
the internal and respectively external ring. The
inspection of the components’ active surfaces quality
was based upon the obtaining of the 2D image of the
scanned surface; 2D measuring of voids, deposits and
scratches; 3D map of the scanned surface; generating
the roughness profiles and determining the average
value of roughness.

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The study was focused upon the dimensional
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inspection of a self-aligning barrel type roller
bearing, big size, the measuring of the geometric
parameters beaing done by help of the coordinate
measuring machine DEA GLOBA (CMM). The
stages followed during the geometric parameters
measurements are: placing the calibration scope;
checking the work pressure; measuring tools
definition and calibration; starting and controlling the
machine by help of a joy-stick.

Fig.4. Creating the system of reference

Fig.2. DEA GLOBAL coordinate measuring machine

Fig.5. Measuring process for the bearing internal ring

Fig.3. Software and measuring device of CMM

After creating the system of reference for the bearing
measurement (sample from a manufacturing batch)
we continue by measuring the assembled bearing and
then of its components after disassembling. For the
assembled bearing, the main measured parameters
were: external diameter; width; misalignment of the
side surfaces of the internal/external ring; external
ring collar diameter; cylindrical discrepancy of the
external ring; radial run out of the internal ring with
respect to the external one.
In the disassembled bearing case, the geometric and
operational parameters measured for the chosen selfaligning barrel type roller bearing are: internal ring,
external ring, rollers. For the internal ring, the measured
elements are: diameters of the rolling tracks at the
rollers contact areas; circular deviation of the rolling
tracks at the rollers contact areas; angles between the
normal axes to the rolling tracks surfaces and the
bearing’s axis of rotation (fig.6). For the external ring
the elements are: diameters of the rolling tracks at the
rollers contact areas; circular deviation of the rolling
tracks at the rollers contact areas; misalignment of the
contact circles with the rollers.

Fig.6. Measuring report for the bearing internal ring

Fig.7. Measuring the dimensions of bearing external ring
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Fig.8. Measuring report for bearing external ring

For the rollers these elements are: roller diameters in
the side surfaces; roller diameter at the contact area
with the rings rolling tracks; circular deviation of the
roller at the contact area with the rings rolling tracks.

Fig.10. Measuring report for rolling element

Fig.11. Keyence digital microscop-VHX600 with objective

Fig.9. Measuring process for rolling element

These measurements are correlated to the analysis of the
surface quality of these elements by processing procedures
of the digital images taken by help of a digital
microscope. (Keyence microscop operating manual)
The equipment used for the analysis by image
processing and surface quality of components from a
sample of rolls and balls bearings is a digital
microscope, Keyence type with a complex objective,
strongly optical corrected, magnification between
500x and 5000x. Digital microscope KeyenceVHX600 by means of the hard and software
endowment is complexly computerized equipment as
far as acquisition, processing and measuring digital
images is concerned, using a video cam with a 3CCD
sensor and a 54 million pixels resolution.

This system is complemented by the analysis
methodology of the bearings components surface quality,
that lead to the setting of analysis areas, their number
according to the bearing dimensions and the quantities
required to be measured (deposits or excavations depths,
surfaces and perimeters). (Baritz et al.2008)
Internal ring

Exterior ring

Rolling element of
bearing

Fig.12 Bearings elements to be analyzed

Because the dimensions of the analyzed bearings are
over the microscope plate dimensions it was
necessary to cut out only two interesting parts
(approximately equal) from the bearing elements
(internal ring, external ring and rolling elements).
Then their support and positioning on the plate
followed using an easily deformable material (to find
the most convenient position for the image
acquisition). The surfaces for study (fig.12) on each
element of the bearing part were divided into 9
comparable areas, and the image analyses searched in
the marked limits for deposits, roughness, scratches,
excavations or other deformation of the visualized
surface. The total area of the visualized surface by the
digital microscope objective was 279.000 µm2 which
reported to the average surface of a study area
numbered from 1-9, that is 2,25cm2 represents
0,124%. So, the part studied by digital microcopy on
the selected bearing surface represents approx. 1% of
the entire sample surface of 2025 mm2.
We select a part, place it on the microscope plate and
establish the working conditions for illumination,
contrast, blur or shadows from images.
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might require some processing operations for
highlighting the respective areas.

Fig.14. Reconstruction of a clear image by coupling and
hiding unclear areas

Fig.13. Positioning the marked areas sample on the
microscope plate

By adjusting the vertical position of the column
supporting the objective and video cam, we prepare
the entire microscope for acquiring sharp, clearly
outlined images and total illumination (open
diaphragm) of the interest areas. If the primary image
is not clear across the entire surface we capture a
sequence of images by easily moving the column,
images that will be used for “building” the final clear
image across the entire surface.

3. RESULTS
The image obtained this way can be transferred in the
measuring module for the analysis of the geometric
dimensions (lengths, areas, perimeters). Each time the
measuring methodology has to calibrate according to
the used objective (variable magnification from 500x
to 5000x leaping 1000x), the measuring area and to
introduce the axes and division size (25 µm/div).
The next step consists of performing the
measurements upon the selected surfaces but this

Vertical direction

Horizontal direction

Fig.15 Analysis of the same image reconstructed on two
directions for roughness identification

The received and recorded image goes into a
processing and filtering type analysis procedure,
which may be applied to eliminate the image areas
that are not necessary for measurement.
Thus it was determined the filtering level by
establishing the areas with a lower number of pixels
than the admissible one and we eliminate them.
Initial image

Selectedareain image

Filtered image

Fig.16. Selection operations, establishing the filling and
filtering threshold
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c)

Fig.17. Failure on the external ring as a material deposit
(digital microscope with 500x objective)

Fig.18. 3D representation of the material deposit processed
from an image captured by the digital Keyence microscope

Then the measurements are performed upon different
types of geometric elements existing in the image:
lengths, distances between parallel lines, angles
between different directions, areas and perimeters.
The measured quantities are stored in a .csv format
database and can be transferred in estimation calculus
programs or statistical determinations.

a)

b)

d)

Fig.19. Selection (a), filtering (b) length and angles
measurement (d), respective of areas and perimeters (c) for
a defect on the bearing external ring surface

Each of the surfaces was analyzed and the acquired
images were processed according to the surface
quality and type (concave or convex). Also we took
into consideration the necessary illumination,
profoundness and interest area of the study.
In the next stage, as far as the surfaces quality
analysis of the bearing constructive elements is
concerned, we used the procedure of transferring the
digital images captured from the microscope in false
colours and determining the roughness profile along
different directions or analysis lines. As an example
we selected the same image as in fig.17.
We may notice on the right part of the image, the
colours range that highlights the areas of greater
depth or higher areas of the surface. Blue is for the
lower areas and pink-white for the highest. On this
image we may extract the profile of the studied
surface using the procedure Profile extraction (dotted
line in the false colours image) and the result is
presented in fig.21 in a graphical form.
(www.digitalsurf.com).
For a more complex analysis we selected the zigzag
way of profile extraction from the same image, while
the circled areas represent the passing zones of the
extraction track of the profile starting from plane
areas towards higher areas.
By using profile filtering we may obtain the average
values of the roughnes on the analyzed surfaces as
shown in fig.23, or using other value of filter we can
obtain a precisely profile of roughness like in fig.24.
Also a very important aspect was the determination
of maximum and minimum values of the roughness
upon the studied surface.
For this parameter we used the procedure Step Height
Measurement, as presented in fig.26 to measure the
distance between different point on the image bearing
surface, but on the same roughness profil.
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Fig.20. Image of the bearing external ring transferred in
false colours

Fig.23. Gaussian filtering of the extracted profile to obtain
average values

Fig.24. Roughness profile using 2CR-ISO filter
Fig.21. Representation of the surface profile along the
profile extraction direction

Fig.25. Average profil of roughness using 2CR-ISO filter

Fig.22.Zigzag way of profile extraction

This function allows measuring the peak heights step
by step around certain selected areas. This time there
are two working sectors and the approach modality is
similar to the one of measuring just the distance
between two profile points, only that as long as we
change the line position, regardless it is 0, 1, 2 or 3
(fig.26.), the horizontal line will mediate the two
determined areas. The operation principle is to get the
selected area between the two limits so that the
interest area is included in the orange zone.

The next step in the analysis of values and shapes of
the surface roughness is the creation of a profilee that
highlights the peaks and cavities in the surface. This
can be done by choosing from the menu the option
Surface of a hole / peak and calculate the surface of
peak or hole in roughness profile.

Fig.26. Measurement of roughness values using Step
Height Measurement procedure
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Fig.27. Roughness profile by highlighting the cavities and
peaks

Making a comparing between the bearing surfaces
(fig.17) with other good surface shape of the same
component of bearing (fig.28) we can conclude that,
this experimental method (image processing) is very
performing
especially
for
researches
in
manufacturing process of special bearings.

measurements upon the processed images are
compared and analyzed according to the bearing
product requirements, calculated and designed
parameters. This determination process by image
analysis and processing of the geometric and quality
parameters of the bearing component elements comes
to complete the classical measurement methods with
or without contact on the bearing and to offer
additional proofs of the analyzed surfaces quality.
These procedures are especially applicable for the
analysis of some samples in a production batch or for
the study of some special or unique constructive
elements, made of different materials.
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